
___________________________________________________________

Hotel Accommodations. We have made arrangements for our guests to stay 
at the Grand Hotel Yerevan and have a special group rate.  Please call Leslie 
at 949-933-4069 and we will make your hotel reservations for you.  The Grand 
Hotel Yerevan includes a Continental Breakfast each morning, a beautiful pool, 
a gym and a spa.  We have also reserved less expensive rooms at the Ani 
Hotel with a group rate if you prefer.  For a small additional cost you can also 
upgrade your room.

 
 

 

Airfare.
 

There are a number of “Cheap Fares” and the cost will vary according to your 
departure location, day of week you arrive and depart, and when you make 
your reservations — airfare is less the sooner you make your reservations.  
Arpi at Levon Travel is making reservations for our guests.  You may call her at  

    Air France 
 
 

The Grand Hotel Yerevan “Golden Tulip” Enjoy Hotel Spa, Pool and Gym

Continental Breakfast in the Morning
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___________________________________________________________

Daily Costs.  We have planned wonderful adventures for you in Armenia that 
include tours of the oldest monasteries in the world, visits to Armenia’s  

priced the cost of each day, which is all-inclusive and includes tours, tickets 
and entry fees, a guide, a translator, transportation and two meals — lunch 

will bill you at the conclusion of the trip, after you have returned home, only for 
those activities in which you participate.
Complimentary Dinners and Activities.  As a special thank you to our  

-
mentary --- underwritten by special donors who want to say thanks!  These 

   Total Cost 1 Person 2 People 1 Person 2 People 
         Grand Hotel                     Ani Hotel

     

Tatev Monastery

Daily Cost Includes Lunch and Dinner at 
some of Yerevan’s Finest Restaurants             

Evening Entertainment

Meeting and Lunch with Catholicos

The Great Cascade, Yerevan


